Simplify your robot integration

**COMAU**’s robot range meets the needs of a wide variety of industries, from automotive to logistics, food and beverage, and packaging, just to name a few. It includes more than 40 different industrial robotic arms, with load capacities from 3 to 650 KG.

**ROCKWELL AUTOMATION**’s Studio 5000® Automation System Design Software provides relief from the time-consuming and often difficult task of trying to coordinate traditionally separate machine control and robot systems to work together using two different software tools.

Choose Comau and Rockwell Automation integrated robot solutions to simplify programming and lifecycle management, accelerating your time to value.

Manufacturing efficiency through unified robot control solutions
Drive the robot directly with your RA PLC

Discover a faster, simpler way to unleash the power of robots in production with robot integration solutions from Comau and Rockwell Automation

Main advantages of Comau and Rockwell Automation integrated solution

- Less effort with double programming languages
- Simplified robot integration
- Lower training effort
- Easier error tracking
- Modular and scalable
- Less production space needed
- No redundant controller
- Single and deeper HW/SW management for your automation solution
- The centralization of all relevant automation data fully enables Industry 4.0 potential

General Industries - Solution concept
Packaging, Food & Beverage, Life Sciences, Material Handling, Light Assembly

Development Focus:
- Digital engineering tools for customer ease of integration
- Expand Kinematics capabilities
- System level operation and validation
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NOTE: Depending on the robot arm model of your choice, working areas, repeatability and axes, speed limitations might differ from the values that are declared in case of standard supply (robot arm and Comau control unit).

Please check any possible discrepancy with ROCKWELL AUTOMATION.